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ABSTRACT

What are the inter- and intra-observer variability of gap and step-off measurements in acetabular fractures?

Results
Preoperatively, the inter-observer ICC was 0.4 (gap and step-off) on radiographs and 0.4

Background

(gap) and 0.3 (step-off) on CT images. The observers agreed on the indication for surgery in

Gap and step-off values in the treatment of acetabular fractures are correlated with

40% (gap) and 30% (step-off) on pelvic radiographs. For CT scans the observers agreed in

clinical outcomes. However, the inter-observer and intra-observer variability of gap and

95% (gap) and 70% (step-off). Postoperatively, the inter-observer ICC was 0.4 (gap) and 0.2

step-off measurements for all imaging modalities in the preoperative, intraoperative,

(step-off) on radiographs. The observers agreed on whether the reduction was acceptable

and postoperative phase of treatment is unknown. Recently, a standardized CT-based

or not in 60% (gap) and 40% (step-off). On CT images the ICC was 0.3 (gap) and 0.4 (step-off).

measurement method was introduced, which provided the opportunity to assess the level

The observers agreed on whether the reduction was acceptable in 35% (gap) and 38% (step-

of variability.

off). The preoperative intra-observer ICC was 0.6 (gap and step-off) on pelvic radiographs
and 0.4 (gap) and 0.6 (step-off) for CT scans. Postoperatively, the intra-observer ICC was 0.7

Questions/purposes

(gap) and 0.1 (step-off) on pelvic radiographs. On CT the intra-observer ICC was 0.5 (gap)

(1) In patients with acetabular fractures, what is the inter-observer variability in the

and 0.3 (step-off). There was no agreement between the observers on the presence of a

measurement of the fracture gaps and articular step-offs determined by each observer to

gap or step-off on intraoperative fluoroscopy images (kappa -0.1 to 0.2).

3

be the maximum one in the weight-bearing dome, as measured on pre- and postoperative
pelvic radiographs, intraoperative fluoroscopy, and pre- and postoperative CT scans? (2)

Conclusions

What is the intra-observer variability in these measurements?

We found an insufficient inter-observer and intra-observer agreement on measuring gaps
and step-offs for supporting clinical decisions in acetabular fracture surgery. If observers

Methods

cannot agree on the size of the gap and step-off, it will be challenging to decide when to

Sixty patients with a complete subset of pre-, intra- and postoperative high-quality images

perform surgery and study the results of acetabular fracture surgery.

(CT slices of < 2 mm), representing a variety of fracture types with small and large gaps and/
or step-offs, were included. A total of 196 patients with nonoperative treatment (n = 117),

INTRODUCTION

inadequate available imaging (n = 60), skeletal immaturity (n = 16), bilateral fractures (n = 2)
or a primary total hip arthroplasty (n = 1) were excluded. The maximum gap and step-off

Radiographs, fluoroscopic images, and CT images are valuable and essential tools in the

values in the weight-bearing dome were digitally measured on pelvic radiographs and CT

care of patients with acetabular fractures. Gap and step-off measurements derived from

images by five independent observers. Observers were free to decide which gap and/or

these imaging techniques are used as main indications for acetabular fracture surgery, and

step-off they considered the maximum and then measure these before and after surgery.

they are common measurements used for research that deals with prognosis after surgery

The observers were two trauma surgeons with more than 5 years of experience in pelvic

[1–4]. If these measurements are unreliable, this means that the surgical indications are

surgery, two trauma surgeons with less than 5 years of experience in pelvic surgery,

questionable, and the assessments of our work (both clinically and in the clinical research

and one surgical resident. Additionally, the final intraoperative fluoroscopy images were

setting) are questionable. A misrepresentation of the quality of reduction is especially

assessed for the presence of a gap or step-off in the weight-bearing dome. All observers

worrisome when the reduction is correlated to prognosis. Verbeek et al. [4] examined a

used the same standardized measurement technique and each observer measured the

large series and showed that a postoperative gap of > 5 mm and/or step-off of > 1 mm

first five patients together with the responsible researcher. For 10 randomly selected

are associated with an increased risk of conversion to THA in the long-term. Therefore, it

patients, all measurements were repeated by all observers, at least 2 weeks after the initial

is important that the measurements are reliable and reproducible.

measurements. The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for pelvic radiographs and CT
images and the kappa value for intraoperative fluoroscopy measurements were calculated

The gap and step-off measurements consist of some subjective elements, which could

to determine the inter- and intra-observer variability. Inter-observer variability was defined

be interpreted differently by different surgeons. The assessment of a fracture relies on

as the difference in the measurements between observers. Intra-observer variability was

where the measurement is performed; that is, which fracture line or CT slice is selected

defined as the difference in repeated measurements by the same observer.

for measurement and how the measurement is performed. Limited evidence is available
to guide us on which fracture line to measure for a gap or step-off. Moreover, there is
substantial work that has sought to determine whether surgeons classify fractures reliably,
but these papers draw different conclusions. Some conclude that classifying the fractures
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is reliable [5–12] while others suggest the opposite [13–17]. Therefore, there is a real
controversy about how well observers agree when looking at the same radiograph or CT
image in acetabular fracture treatment. Because gap and step-off measurements are so
important to the indication for surgery and the prognosis, and because it should, in theory,
be simpler to measure a gap or a step-off than it is to apply a complex classifications system,
we wanted to see how reliably gaps and step-offs could be measured.
We therefore asked (1) In patients with acetabular fractures, what is the inter-observer
variability in the measurement of the fracture gaps and articular step-offs determined
by each observer to be the maximum one in the weight-bearing dome, as measured
on pre- and postoperative pelvic radiographs, intraoperative fluoroscopy and pre- and
postoperative CT scans? (2) What is the intra-observer variability in these measurements?

3

PATIENTS AND METHODS
Participants
Between January 1, 2007 and July 1, 2018, we treated 256 patients with acetabular fractures.
Of these, 46% (117 out of 256) of the patients were treated nonoperatively. Of the remaining
patients, 60 were excluded because imaging was incomplete or of poor quality (a CT scan
with a slice thickness of > 2 mm), another 16 because of skeletal immaturity, two because

Figure 1: This pie chart shows the distribution of fracture types in our study population, according to the
Letournel classification.

of the presence of bilateral fractures, and one was excluded because the patient was
primarily treated with total hip arthroplasty. Thus, the patient group for this study included

Measurements

60 patients with a complete set of high quality pre-, intra-, and postoperative images. All

Gap and step-off measurements were performed on all preoperative and postoperative

acetabular fractures were classified according to the Letournel and Judet classification

AP pelvic radiographs and all axial, coronal, and sagittal CT slices. Observers were asked

system [18,19] and the AO/OTA classification system [19,20]. All available fracture types

to measure the maximum gap and step-off in the weight-bearing dome, according to

were included, to prevent potential bias. Baseline characteristics were retrieved from the

Verbeek et al.’s [21] method. The same standardized method was applied to perform the

patients’ electronic records. The median age was 49 years (interquartile range 39 to 62).

measurement on the pre- and postoperative images. Moreover, each observer was allowed

Fifteen percent (9 of 60) of the patients were female. According to the AO/OTA classification,

to choose whatever gap and/or step-off he or she thought was the maximum one before

33% (20 of 60) of patients sustained a Type A fracture, 30% (18 of 60) of patients sustained

and after surgery. Measurements were performed with a digital tool (accuracy 0.1 mm) in the

a Type B fracture, and 37% (22 of 60) of patients sustained a Type C fracture. According to

Carestream Vue Motion imaging system of the patient file and each observer measured the

the Letournel classification, both-column fractures were the most common in our study

first five patients together with the responsible researcher. The maximum value of the gap

population (Figure 1).

and step-off on the axial, coronal, and sagittal CT slices, as determined by each observer for
each patient, was calculated and used to determine the inter- and intra-observer variability.

This study was reviewed and a waiver was provided by our local medical ethics review

All pelvic radiographs and CT images were automatically calibrated, so it was possible to

committee.

measure distances in millimeters on the images. All CT scans were performed within 2
weeks postoperatively. Additionally, the definitive intraoperative fluoroscopy images (AP and
Judet views after the osteosynthesis has been performed) were assessed for the presence
of a gap and/or step-off. Distance measurements on fluoroscopy images were not possible
because the magnification of these images depends on the position of the c-arm. Five
observers (two trauma surgeons with more than 5 years of experience in pelvic surgery,
two trauma surgeons with less than 5 years of experience in pelvic surgery, and one surgical
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resident) performed all measurements. Finally, all five observers repeated all measurements

was no agreement in gap and step-off detection on intraoperative fluoroscopy images; the

for 10 randomly selected patients at least 2 weeks after the first measurements were

kappa values were 0.1 (gap) and 0.2 (step-off). The kappa values of the two experienced

performed. For the measurements on radiographs and CT scans it was evaluated whether

observers were 0.6 for the gap and step-off, compared with 0.1 for the less experienced

the observers agreed on the indication for surgery (a preoperative gap or step-off of ≥ 2

observers. Postoperatively, the inter-observer ICC was 0.4 (gap) and 0.2 (step-off) on

mm) and on whether the postoperative reduction was acceptable (defined as a gap < 5

radiographs, which is too low to be used with confidence to make clinical decisions. The

mm or a step-off < 1 mm [4]).

observers agreed on whether the reduction was acceptable or not in 60% (36 of 60) of the
patients (based on the gap) and 40% (24 of 60) of the patients (based on the step-off) on

Statistical analysis

radiographs. On CT scans the ICC was 0.3 (gap) and 0.4 (step-off), which is also too low for

Inter-observer variability was defined as the difference in the measurements between

clinical decisions. The observers agreed in 35% (21 of 60) of the patients (based on the gap)

observers. Intra-observer variability was defined as the difference in repeated

and 38% (23 of 60) of the patients (based on the step-off). The ICC was only significantly

measurements by the same observer. Inter-observer and intra-observer variability, with the

different between experienced observers (0.7) and the three less experienced observers

95% confidence interval, were calculated using SPSS (version 23, IBM, Chicago, IL, USA), using

(0.1) for the postoperative step-off on radiographs.

the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) with a two-way mixed, single-measurement model

3

with absolute agreement. Additionally, the median difference between the measurements

Table 1: Inter- and intra-observer measurements. The ICC with the 95% confidence interval (95% CI) and

was calculated. This was the absolute median difference between all inter-observer

median difference (∆) with the interquartile range (IQR) in millimeters on pelvic radiographs and CT images

measurements. The median difference between intra-observer measurements was the

and the kappa with the 95% confidence interval (95% CI) for intraoperative fluoroscopy images.

absolute median difference between the first and second measurement by the same
observer. The ICC is considered too low to be used with confidence to make clinical decisions

Inter-observer

Measurements

ICC (95% CI) ∆

IQR

ICC (95% CI) ∆

IQR

Radiographs

0.4 (0.3-0.6)

4

2-7

0.6 (-0.1-0.9)

3

1-8

CT

0.4 (0.2-0.6)

8

5-12

0.4 (-0.1-0.9)

6

2-8

Radiographs

0.4 (0.2-0.5)

2

0-3

0.6 (0.2-0.9)

4

1-8

CT

0.3 (0.2-0.5)

5

3-9

0.6 (-0.5-0.6)

3

1-5

Radiographs

0.4 (0.3-0.5)

2

0-3

0.7 (-0.2-0.8)

2

0-2

CT

0.3 (0.2-0.5)

4

2-6

0.5 (0-0.9)

3

1-4

Radiographs

0.2 (0.1-0.4)

0

0-3

0.1 (0-0.9)

0

0-1

CT

0.4 (0.2-0.5)

2

1-3

0.3 (-0.4-0.7)

3

2-4

when it is < 0.7 [22]. The kappa value was calculated for the intraoperative fluoroscopy
assessments using SPSS (version 23, IBM, Chicago, IL, USA). The 95% confidence interval
of the kappa was calculated using bootstrapping (1000 samples). The agreement between
observers is considered strong if the kappa value is above 0.80, substantial for a kappa

Gap
Preoperative
Step-off

value between 0.61 and 0.80, moderate for a kappa value between 0.41 and 0.60, and fair
for a kappa value between 0.21 and 0.4, and there is no agreement when the kappa value

Gap

is 0.20 or lower [23]. The ICC and kappa values were compared (based on whether the
95% CI includes the same range) between the two experienced surgeons and the three

Postoperative

less-experienced observers, to see whether experience influences the agreement between

Step-off

observers. Finally, a subgroup analysis of different fracture types, specifically both-column
fractures and fractures involving the posterior wall, was performed.
Gap

Intra-observer

Kappa (95% CI)

0.1 (0-0.3)

0 (-0.4-0.6)

0.2 (-0.1-0.4)

-0.1 (-0.3-0)

RESULTS

Intraoperative

Inter-observer agreement

Intra-observer agreement

For the inter-observer measurements, the preoperative ICC was 0.4 (gap and step-off) on

Considering intra-observer measurements, the ICC was 0.6 for the preoperative gap and

radiographs and 0.4 (gap) and 0.3 (step-off) on CT images (Table 1). This is too low to be

step-off on pelvic radiographs and 0.4 (gap) and 0.6 (step-off) for CT scans (Table 1), which

used with confidence to make clinical decisions. Preoperatively, the observers agreed on

is considered too low to be used to make clinical decisions. Preoperatively, the observers

whether or not there was an indication for surgery in forty percent (24 of 60) of the patients

agreed with themselves on whether or not there was an indication for surgery in 80% (8 of

(based on the gap) and thirty percent (18 of 60) of the patients (based on the step-off) on

10) of the patients (based on the gap) and 70% (7 of 10) of the patients (based on the step-

pelvic radiographs. For CT scans the observers agreed on whether or not there was an

off) on pelvic radiographs. For CT scans the observers agreed on whether or not there was

indication for surgery in ninety-five percent (57 of 60) of the patients (based on the gap) and

an indication for surgery in 100% (10 of 10) of the patients (based on the gap) and 90% (9

seventy percent (42 of 60) of the patients (based on the step-off). Intraoperatively, there

of 10) of the patients (based on the step-off). There was no agreement in gap and step-off

42

Step-off

Fluoroscopy

Kappa (95% CI)
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detection on intraoperative fluoroscopy images; the kappa values were 0 (gap) and -0.1 (stepoff) for the intra-observer assessments. The kappa value for the intra-observer agreement
of the two experienced observers was good enough (0.6) for both the gap and step-off to
know that the fracture is adequately reduced. For the less-experienced observers, there
was no agreement (kappa 0.0) in gap and step-off detection on intraoperative fluoroscopy.
Postoperatively, the ICC was 0.7 for the gap on pelvic radiographs, which is suitable for
clinical use. It was 0.1 for the step-off on pelvic radiographs. On CT, the ICC was 0.5 (gap)
and 0.3 (step-off), which is too low to be used to determine whether the fracture reduction
is sufficient. The observers agreed with themselves on whether or not the reduction was
acceptable in 90% (9 of 10) of the patients (based on the gap and step-off) on radiographs.
On CT scans they agreed in 90% (9 of 10) of the patients (based on the gap) and 60% (6 of
10) patients (based on the step-off). The ICC of all intra-observer measurements was not
different based on experience (see Supplemental Digital Content 1). Additionally, the ICC of

3

intra-observer measurements was higher than the ICC of inter-observer measurements on
both pelvic radiographs and CT images, except for postoperative step-off (Table 1).
Other relevant findings
All observers were instructed to measure the maximum gap and step-off in the weightbearing dome for each patient. In all 60 patients, observers chose different CT slices for
performing the measurements, which resulted in differences in measured gaps and stepoff between the observers (Figure 2). Also, repeated measurements, performed by the
same observer, resulted in a selection of different CT slices. Moreover, when measuring

Figure 2: The inter-observer variability of gap measurements by the five observers was determined using a
preoperative CT image of a patient with a T-shaped fracture. The left side shows sagittal, axial, and coronal
CT slices of the fracture. The right side shows the differences in measurements between observers. The
colored lines on the axial CT slice represent the slices that were selected by the observers to perform their
gap measurements. Overall, every observer chose a different slice, represented in the colored boxes, which
resulted in different gap measurements.

DISCUSSION

on sagittal CT slices, the measurement turned out not to be perpendicular to the fracture
line and thus did not represent the true gap in comparison with observing the fracture on

Gap and step-off measurements are the main indications for acetabular fracture surgery

an axial CT slice. The subgroup analysis of both-column fractures showed a preoperative

and are commonly associated with prognosis. There is no agreement on how well

inter-observer ICC of 0.5 (gap) and 0.4 (step-off) and a postoperative ICC of 0.4 (gap) and

observers agree when assessing the same radiograph or CT image. Because gap and

0.2 (step-off) on pelvic radiographs (see Supplemental Digital Content 2). On CT scans the

step-off measurements are important to support the indication for surgery and predict

inter-observer ICC was 0.5 (gap) and 0.3 (step-off) preoperatively and 0.3 (gap) and 0.6

prognosis, in this study we focused on how reliably gaps and step-offs could be measured.

(step-off) postoperatively. The inter-observer ICC for the posterior wall was 0.0 to 0.1 on

This study demonstrated a preoperative and postoperative inter-observer agreement

pre- and postoperative pelvic radiographs. On CT scans the ICC was 0.6 (gap) and 0.0 (step-

that was insufficient for making clinical decisions in both pelvic radiographs and CT scans.

off) preoperatively and 0.3 (gap) and 0.2 (step-off) postoperatively. For combined posterior

Furthermore, assessment of intraoperative fluoroscopy images revealed that there was no

wall fractures the ICC was 0.2 for both the gap and step-off preoperatively and 0.4 (gap) and

agreement between the observers on whether gaps and/or step-offs were still present at

0.3 (step-off) postoperatively on pelvic radiographs. For CT scans the ICC was 0.4 (gap) and

the end of surgery. More-experienced observers had a higher level of agreement compared

0.1 (step-off) preoperatively; postoperatively it was 0.3 (gap) and 0.2 (step-off). These ICC

with less-experienced observers. Intra-observer reproducibility of measurement was highly

values for the different fracture types were too low to be used to make clinical decisions.

variable as well.
Limitations
The standardized CT-based measurement method was initially intended for analysis of
residual displacement on CT scans. In this study, the same method was also applied for
preoperative measurements, although it was not specifically designed for this. To our best
knowledge, no CT-based preoperative measurement method has been described so far.
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No clear guideline exists on which CT-slice, plane, direction, fracture line or which part

to assess reduction of acetabular fractures two decades ago. They found that intraoperative

of the fracture should be measured. This caused all observers to measure where they

fluoroscopy and postoperative radiographs can both be used to evaluate acetabular

thought the maximum gap or step-off was situated, leading to different locations being

fracture reductions. However, they did not investigate inter-observer and intra-observer

chosen for the measurements that resulted in substantial differences between observers.

variability nor were CT scans used for all patients. Former studies showed that the reliability

Despite these limitations, all measurement were performed according to well-described

of other commonly used fracture classifications is low [25–27], indicating that guidelines

standardized measurement techniques and our current clinical practice. Moreover, our

are needed for classifications or measurements to be used. Therefore, we also investigated

study population consisted of a lot of both-column fractures and posterior wall fractures.

whether the observers agreed on the indication for surgery preoperatively and whether

These fractures are often hard to measure due to comminution, multiple fracture lines,

the reduction was acceptable or not postoperatively. Even here, considering a preoperative

and often severe displacement. Also, the differences in experiences between observers

gap or step-off of ≥ 2 mm as an indication for surgery, the observers agreed on whether

might have contributed to less inter-observer agreement. On the other hand, intra-

there was an indication for surgery in only 30% (step-off) to 40% (gap) of the patients

observer agreement was limited as well, and differences in level of experiences reflect

based on the preoperative radiographs and 70% (step-off) to 95% (gap) based on CT scans.

clinical practice. Moreover, a slight change in gap or a different selection of the CT slices

Yet, our study population only included surgically treated patients with mostly substantial

can affect the ICC. This is why we also looked at the agreement between observers in this

initial fracture displacement. Proceeding to surgery has major implications for the patient.

study. For all patients, the radiograph was reviewed first and then the CT was reviewed. This

Postoperatively, the observers agreed on whether the reduction was adequate in 40%

may have caused the review of the CT to be biased by the radiograph. Yet, this represents

(step-off) to 60% (gap) of patients based on radiographs and in 35% (gap) to 38% (step-off)

the workflow in our current practice. Additionally, implants can obscure residual gaps or

of patients based on CT scans. This is worrisome because residual displacement is often

step-offs on postoperative images. Metal artifacts might be mistaken for bone and could

correlated with prognosis.

influence measurements, although an iterative metal artifact reduction algorithm is usually
used for postoperative CT scans. However, in this study all observers have been exposed

Measurements of gaps and step-offs were barely reproducible between repeated

to these limitations of imaging modalities and we do not think this will influence our overall

measurements by the same observer, especially the postoperative measurements. Limited

conclusion.

data is available on intra-observer reliability in measuring acetabular fractures. A study on
intra-observer reliability of Letournel’s acetabular fracture classification showed a high

Measurements of gaps and step-offs were barely reproducible between observers in

agreement, but only for the highly trained experts in the field [12]. Our results also show

our study. Our results are not consistent with the results of two older studies using a

that more-experienced surgeons have a higher kappa value.

standardized measurement technique that showed excellent inter-observer agreement for
gap and step-off detection on pelvic radiographs and CT scans [5, 6]. However, the results

CONCLUSIONS

are not comparable because former studies focused on the presence instead of the size
of gaps and step-offs. A more recent study reported a moderate inter-observer ICCs using

We found that the level of agreement on the assessment of acetabular fractures between

postoperative pelvic radiographs and a fair-to-good ICC (0.7 for gap and 0.5 for step-off)

observers, or between repeated measurements by a single observer, was too low to

when using a standardized CT measurement method for assessment of the postoperative

provide any level of confidence in clinical decision making. This calls into question a

residual displacement [21]. Our postoperative ICCs for pelvic radiographs are in line with

substantial proportion of the existing literature, which often attempts to correlate initial

theirs, but our ICCs for the postoperative CT images are lower (0.3 versus 0.7 for gap and

or residual displacement with the chance of progressive arthritis or further surgery, such

0.4 versus 0.5 for step-off) despite using the same standardized measurement method.

as THA. Considering the known lack of agreement between observers for commonly

This can be explained by the differences in sample size (60 versus 40), fracture types (more

used classification systems, our findings indicate the need for substantial caution when

both-column and posterior wall fractures in our study) and different levels of experience

depending on arbitrary radiographic findings. If this literature will be used for making clinical

of the observers between studies. Furthermore, one might expect a high agreement on

decisions, surgeons must be clearly informed on how measurements were performed, who

fluoroscopy images, because the operating surgeons agreed with the reduction, though our

performed them, and at what time during the clinical course they were done. Improvements

data showed that there was no agreement between the observers on whether a clinically

in advanced imaging, such as using an objective three-dimensional fracture assessment

significant gap or step-off was present on fluoroscopy images. Yet, this is reflecting current

tool [12], will be crucial to resolve this problem. Further studies are needed to determine

practice because the postoperative reduction is not always acceptable [1, 2]. Norris et al.

how indications for surgery and prognosis after surgery can be modified so that these are

[24] conducted one of the few studies that evaluated the use of intraoperative fluoroscopy

more reliable and independent of the observers.
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Supplemental Table 1: Intraclass correlation coefficient intra-observer measurements (n =10) for pelvic
radiographs and CT scans

Preoperative

Postoperative

Measurements
Observer 1

Measurements

ICC ∆

IQR

Observer 2
ICC ∆

Observer 3

IQR ICC ∆

IQR

Observer 4
ICC ∆

Observer 5

IQR ICC ∆

0.3

4

0 to 8 0.6 1 0 to 4 0.6

3

2 to 9 0.4

5 4 to 8 0.8

2 1 to 6

CT

0.7

5

3 to 7 0.6 6 2 to 8 0.3

7 2 to 12 0.4

6 3 to 9 0.4

4 2 to 5

Step-off XR
(mm)
CT

0.5

4 0 to 10 0.3 3 1 to 8 0.6

8 1 to 14 0.6

6 3 to 7 0.8

1 0 to 4

0.6

3

1 to 5 0.8 2 1 to 7 0.6

2

1 to 4 0.7

6 3 to 7 0.6

4 2 to 5

XR

1.0

0

0 to 1 0.7 2 1 to 2 0.7

2

0 to 4 0.6

2 1 to 3 0.9

0 0 to 1

CT

0.5

4

2 to 5 0.4 3 1 to 4 0.7

2

1 to 3 0.5

6 3 to 9 0.7

1 1 to 2

Step-off XR
(mm)
CT

0.0

4

0

0 to 1 0.6

1 0 to 4 0.7

0

0.3

3

1 to 5 0.3 3 2 to 3 0.2 3

2 to 4 0.3

4 2 to 5 0.1

1 0 to 2

Gap
(mm)

0

-0.1 0 0 to 2 0.1

Pelvic radiograph

CT

ICC

0.5a

0.5a

95% CI

0.2 to 0.7

0.2 to 0.7

∆

6

6

IQR

4 to 9

4 to 9

ICC

0.4

0.3a

95% CI

0.2 to 0.6

0.1 to 0.5

∆

2

4

IQR

0 to 3

3 to 5

ICC

0.4

0.3a

95% CI

0.2 to 0.6

0.2 to 0.6

∆

2

5

IQR

0 to 3

2 to 6

ICC

0.2

0.6a

95% CI

0.1 to 0.4

0.4 to 0.8

∆

0

2

IQR

0 to 3

1 to 3

ICC

0.0

0.6a

95% CI

-0.1 to 0.2

0.3 to 0.8

∆

4

10

IQR

0 to 7

6 to 12

ICC

0.1

0.0

95% CI

0.0 to 0.5

-0.1 to 0.2

∆

0

10

IQR

0 to 1

8 to 12

Both-column fractures

IQR

XR

Gap
(mm)

transverse and posterior wall).

Gap (mm)

Preoperative

Step-off (mm)

0

ICC = intraclass correlation coefficient; ∆ = median difference; IQR = interquartile range; XR = pelvic
radiograph.

Gap (mm)

Postoperative

Step-off (mm)

a

a

a

3

Posterior wall fractures
Gap (mm)

Preoperative

50

Step-off (mm)
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Supplemental Table 2: (Continued).
Measurements

Pelvic radiograph

CT

ICC

0.1

0.3a

95% CI

-0.1 to 0.4

0.1 to 0.7

∆

0

5

IQR

0 to 1

2 to 7

ICC

0.1

0.2a

95% CI

-0.1 to 0.4

0.0 to 0.5

∆

0

2

IQR

0

0 to 3

ICC

0.2a

0.4 a

95% CI

0.1 to 0.4

0.2 to 0.6

∆

4

10

IQR

1 to 6

7 to 16

ICC

0.2

0.1

95% CI

0.1 to 0.4

0.0 to 0.2

∆

1

9

IQR

0 to 2

4 to 11

ICC

0.4

0.3a

95% CI

0.3 to 0.6

0.1 to 0.5

∆

1

4

IQR

0 to 2

4 to 11

ICC

0.3

0.2a

95% CI

0.1 to 0.5

0.1 to 0.4

∆

0

2

IQR

0

0 to 4

Posterior wall fractures
Gap (mm)

Postoperative

Step-off (mm)

3

All fractures with a posterior wall component
Gap (mm)

Preoperative

Step-off (mm)

Gap (mm)

Postoperative

Step-off (mm)

a

a

a

a: p < 0.05; ICC = intraclass correlation coefficient; ∆ = median difference; IQR = interquartile range.
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